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kerý/který on the way to indeclinable subjunction? Analysis of corpus evidence 

 
Slavic dialects and other non-standard varieties show a strong preference for indeclinable 
relative markers (absolute relatives) in relative clauses.1 Bauer (op.cit.) states that this phe-
nomenon is not restricted to Slavic and is attested in a range of European languages. How-
ever, the discrepancy between the relativisation strategies in standard and non-standard 
varieties has not been satisfactorily explored yet. The ongoing compilation of dialectal 
corpora and of corpora of colloquial varieties is a prerequisite for research advancement in 
this field. Our corpus-based study of reanalysis of relative marker kerý/který in Common 
Czech sheds light on development of indeclinable relative markers and offers an explana-
tion for its preference in a non-standard variety. 

The contemporary Common Czech operates with a set of relative markers and their 
forms, which is different from standard variety. Some of them like kerý/kery/kerej/keré are 
attested exclusively in Common Czech or in mimetic passages of Standard Czech. A rela-
tive marker který, considered as its standard variant (cf. Toman 1998, 303), is one of some 
few exceptions shared in Standard and Common Czech. In its turn, který possesses a range 
of variants like kterej, ktery, or které that are regarded either as dialectal forms or as forms 
belonging to Common Czech (Kovaříková in Cvrček et al. 2010, 199). 

In the current paper, we concentrate on the forms kerý/který together with their less 
used variants kery/ktery, which differ from the Standard Czech který in their agreement 
with the antecedent in the main clause. While in Standard Czech the relative marker is 
congruent with the antecedent, we observe the ongoing loss of agreement in Common 
Czech, cf.: 
(1) To  je  cesta,  které   se nevyhneme [...] 

this  is  way-SG.NOM which-SG.DAT.F REFL NEG-avoid-1.PL.FUT 
This is the way that we cannot avoid. 

(SYN2015, Stavitel 1/2012) 
 

(2) tak  mají   ňákou  firmu  najatou   
so  have-3.PL.PRES any-SG.ACC.F firm-SG.ACC charged-SG.ACC.F  
kerý de   o peníze   že  jo ? 
which go-3.SG.PRES  about money-PL.PREP PART  PART 
so they have charged a firm which is concerned with the money, haven’t they? 

(ORAL2013, 09H004N/2009) 
The analysis of kerý/který has been carried out using the data from three corpora of 

non-standard varieties in Czech National Corpus: 
§ ORAL2013 has been taken as a representative sample for contemporary Common 

Czech; 
§ PMK and BMK have been selected as dialectal samples for respectively Bohemia 

and Moravia with Silesia. 
The study provides a formal-functional explanation of reanalysis from a relative pro-

noun toward a relative particle. This development started with phonological change 
[ε:]>[i:],2 sporadically accompanied by quantity loss [i:]>[ı]. As a result, we observe gen-
                                                        
1 Bauer1 1972/1967, 318; Meyer 2015. 
2 é-raising, Wilson 2010, 103-105. 
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der,3 animacy, and singular/plural neutralization, which leads to the loss of agreement with 
head noun. This development is attested on the whole territory of Czech Republic, howev-
er, most consequently in Bohemia and Silesia. The change [i:]>[εj]4 places one of possible 
restrictions on this development. The second factor that restricts the usage of kerý/který as 
a relative particle is adherence to the Standard Czech adjective paradigm, preconditioned 
by individual sociolinguistic variables and pragmatic settings of the utterance. 

This analysis shows that in a non-standard variety the syntactic change in relativiza-
tion strategies can be evoked by phonological changes that lead to simplification of declen-
sion paradigms and thus to the change of congruence type between the syntactic entities. 
The changes in standard varieties differ from them in a principal way, since their impetus 
erases from reanalysis of derivation,5 while a relative marker becomes associated with a 
new paradigm (cf. Standard Czech jeho ‘his’ – jehož ‘whose’) or develops to a relic form 
that has a potential for a particle and a subjunction (cf. Old Russian iže ‘that-PRON.M’ > 
‘that-PART/SUBJ’). Obviously the non-standard varieties tend to generalization of relativisa-
tion marking, whereas the standard varieties to their re-distribution supported by analogy 
within a system. 
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